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What is .pl Registry Lock?

.pl domain registry

It is the service providing an extra layer of protection,
on the registry level, against unauthorized or accidental 
administrative changes of a domain name, attempted 
deletion or takeover due to, e.g. cyberattack, error or 
unauthorized action of third parties. The service prevents 
from executing certain actions on a domain name without 
an explicit consent of the registrant, e.g. deletion of
a domain name, change of registrant’s data, change
of domain name delegation and transfer of a domain
name to other registrar. 



Who is the recipient of 
the .pl Registry Lock service?
The .pl Registry Lock solution is targeted, in particular, at the 
registrants who pay strong attention to the security of their 
domain names. The service is dedicated to demanding 
recipients, for whom the guarantee of security and stability 
of maintained resources is of strategic importance, e.g. 
global corporations, large enterprises and organizations, 
e-commerce sector and trade mark holders.

How to secure 
your domain name?
A registrant, interested in covering their domain name with 
.pl Registry Lock, should file an appropriate request at their 
registrar. A registrar submits to the registry a service 
activation order through a multi-stage authentication 
method. Activation of the service is confirmed to
a registrant by an email notification.

From now on you can take advantage of the Top Level 
Domain Protection.



A major threat is domain hijacking, i.e. taking 
administrative control over a domain name, allowing to 
change the delegation of a domain name, 
that is specifying other name servers servicing
a particular domain name or transfer of a domain name, 
consisting in changing a registrar, handling a domain 
name, by an unauthorized person having access to e.g.
a registrar client panel or e-mail address of a registrant 
of the domain name under attack. The actions, described 
above, may lead to reroute www, e-mail and other 
corresponding services to a different location, allowing an 
offender to freely administer the content of those services, 
and thus expose a registrant to economic loss and 
reputational damage.

For more details please contact your preferred register
and visit our website at dns.pl/en

List of registrars providing .pl Registry Lock is available at  
dns.pl/en/list_of_registrars

To what risks is
a registrant of a domain
name, not secured with
.pl Registry Lock, exposed?

https://dns.pl/en/
https://dns.pl/en/list_of_registrars


NASK
A major field of NASK’s activity is to ensure the security of 
Internet. NASK carries out research & development activities 
on solutions increasing the security, reliability and efficiency 
of the ICT networks. 

The .pl domain registry, as a part of NASK, operates as
a country code Top Level Domain registry of the .pl domain. 
Currently it maintains over 2.6 million names for over 
1 million registrants. The .pl domain registry is an active 
member of CENTR and closely cooperates with the 
organization coordinating the operation of the Internet 
worldwide, ICANN.
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